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As we know, the Banū Hilāl legends are a sequence of cycles devoted to Hilāli heroes of various generations and times. For each period there is a different hero, and the geographical situation varies according to generation and hero.¹

The *Sirat Bani Hilāl* romance has come down to us in several ways. It appears with many faces in many versions and poetic and prosaic genres, already ages ago attested in vernacular poems as reported in the *Mugaddimah* by Ibn Ḥaldūn (1332-1406),² and in all kinds of different forms of *qasidas* and prose recitals. In present-day Egypt we even find versions of the romance in *murabba‘* poetry sung by various performers, including very famous contemporary singers, such as Ġābir Ābū Ḥusayn, al-Sayyīd al-Dūwī and Fārūq.³ In the present-day Egyptian *Sirat Bani Hilāl* version a conspicuous place is occupied by the story of ‘the Birth of Abū Zayd’, of which we will treat some episodes which show some realistic descriptions of the shame and dishonour the mother and her son suffered from a hostile surrounding: it is the story of a black boy born to the princess of Mecca, Ḥadrā’, who becomes the wife of the hero Rizq after he has failed to produce a male heir.⁴

This story has come down to us in many variants. Lyons, in his account of the events,⁵ mentions that in one of the stories at the beginning of the Banū Hilāl romance, apparently during their presence in the Naǧd, the king of the Byzantines (Rūm) plans an attack on Mecca, because the emir of Mecca has dreamt of a rain of fire announcing this attack. The emir of Mecca asks the Hilālis for help, offering his daughter to the one who kills the king of the Byzantines. The Hilāli emir Rizq succeeds in this and marries Ḥadrā’, the Meccan king’s daughter. But she only gave birth to a daughter until she prayed for a son, ‘even he is black’, and her prayer is answered. Then Ḥadrā’ takes refuge with the emir Zahlān,

---

⁴ - Cf. Connelly, *op. cit.*, p. 57, 76-79; 91-97; 119-129; 130-133; 144-145
⁵ - Cf. Lyons, *op. cit.*, II, p. 120-121.
because she fears that she will fall into disgrace because her family cannot explain the blackness of her child.

The boy Baraka or Abū Zayd goes to grammar school and learns seven languages, astronomy, medicine and mathematics. He beats his fellow students and threatens his teacher. He is provided with a horse. He then kills a man who demands tribute from Zahlān, after which the Hilālīs—who are suffering from a drought—move into Zahlān’s territory. Fighting starts and Rizq wounds Zahlān. Baraka returns from hunting and captures a number of Hilālīs. When Rizq returns, father and son fight. Baraka is then told the story of his parentage by Hadrā. He captures Rizq and drags him to Zahlān, and only releases him on Zahlan’s advice. Zahlan then marries Baraka to his daughter and appoints him as his successor. The story ends with the return of Hadrā to Rizq.

We will base ourselves on the variant collected by Abnoudy, which in turn is based mainly on al-Sayyid al-Dūwi. We will recount their version of the story and then deal with some significant passages. The tragedy of Rizq ibn Nāyīl ibn Garamūn ibn ‘Amīr ibn Hilāl—leader of the Hilālīs, their knight and emir—is that he has reached quite an age without producing a son to succeed him as head of the army of the Hilālī federation. He is so worried that he is staring into the abyss of insanity. He flees into the mountains with his horse, trying to escape his preoccupations.

One day a crying ghost (ḥātif) from heaven appears saying: ‘O Rizq, if you want to have noble offspring, you must marry someone from the Ḥiḡaz.’ Rizq does not know whether he is listening to his imagination or to a real crying ghost.

His cousin Sirhān advises Rizq to go on pilgrimage to the house of God: God will help him find an appropriate wife to produce what his other wives have failed to produce. It happens by chance that year that the noble prince Qurzah—protector of the two holy cities and keeper of the key of the noble garden—is there during Rizq’s pilgrimage to Mecca. This Qurzah has a beautiful, learned daughter who knows the Koran and its sciences by heart and is acquainted with the poetry of the Arabs, their history and their battle days. Until now she has refused everyone who has proposed to her. Qurzah and his wife Tayyibah bint Mansūr decide to go on pilgrimage so that God will solve the difficult problem.

From afar, Hadrā looks attentively at the emir Rizq and his sleeplessness at the caravans. She is impressed with his character, sagacity and chivalry, and so—despite their age difference (45 years)—decides to become engaged to him. She asks her father to invite the knight and his men to have a meal at their home.

The prophecy of the crying ghost comes true: the emir Rizq becomes engaged to Hadrā, and when he brings her back to the Nağd, all the people rejoice: Hadrā has given birth to a daughter named Šīḥah—after which she stops bearing children for 11 years. Despair tears at the heart of the great Hilālī knight and he starts quarrelling with his wife.

6 – Cf. Abnoudi, op. cit., I-II.
With the women of the Banû Hilāl, Ḥadhrā' goes to the Birkat al-Tayr – the birds' pond, and a wishing pool – which all kind of birds visit. The women stop there and everyone wishes for a child according to the qualities of some bird. Ḥadhrā' is especially impressed by a black bird which dominates all the other birds, and she prays that God will give her a child who bears the characteristics of that black bird. All 80 women give birth to a child on the same night, and Ḥadhrā'’s is a boy who has the colour of the black slaves.

In the office of the ruler on the seventh day the face of the child is unveiled: the scandal breaks out and Ḥadhrā' is accused of committing adultery with a black slave. It is decided to expel Ḥadhrā' from the land of the Banû Hilāl. Ḥadhrā' wants her son’s share of the possessions of his father, and the ruler Sirḥān stands at her side and support her in dividing up Rizq’s property. She gets horses and camels and then goes on her way with her female servant Saʿīdah bint Sannār, who had also given birth to a black child on that night.

Ḥadrah does not dare to go to Medina, where her father lives. She stops before the gates of the border town of al-‘Alamat. The ruler of the town – King Fādil, ruler of the tribes of Zuḥla (Zahlān) – goes out to receive them and does not know anything about their situation. His people welcome the strange guest who establishes herself in his country. When he asks her about her country, she reacts severely whereupon he decides not to ask again.

The king empties one of the palaces of his wives and separates the other palaces from it because of his wives’ jealousy of the foreign woman. Fādil takes possession of Abū Zayd’s horses and Ḥadhrā' keeps al-Ḥamrah, the horse of her son which she feeds and looks after waiting for a certain day. Ḥadhrā' lives five years in the abodes of al-Zahlān under the protection of King Fādil. She educates her son in science and chivalry, and when she realises that she has given her son all she can, she sends a message to King Fādil, in which she reveals her wish to send her son to the school of the princes. Salāmah becomes a pupil at the school and believes that he is a son of King Fādil. His mother has not told him about what happened with the tribes of the Hilāl; the secret remains with Ḥadhrā' and her slave girl Saʿīdah. At the school, Salāmah’s knowledge and deep science astonish his teacher, and Sheikh Šāliḥ enjoys himself very much and smotheres him with care, which makes the other pupils jealous. Ėūdah – son of Prince Šālim, who is the brother of King Fādil – sets himself against Salāmah. Salāmah gets his revenge on him in the presence of the other pupils, who rush off to tell the people of the houses.

The king helps Salāmah and supports him, because he was not the first one to be blamed. The mother of Ėūdah incites Sheikh Šāliḥ against Salāmah, and the sheikh turns around and tells lies. Salāmah is furious: how could the learned man be a liar?

Salāmah (Abū Zayd), the child, fought his first wars against the Banū ‘Uqayl – the tribe of Ėūdah’s mother and Sheikh Šāliḥ – without knowing that they are the enemies of his tribe, the Hilālīs. In the end, the ‘Uqaylī leader asks the knights of the Banū Hilāl for help against the little black slave. Salāmah struggles with all these persons against the will of his ‘father’, King al-Fādil. The latter
is a man of peace, and being in Zuḥlān he is the backbone of the great Hilāli alliance.

Salamāh defeats the knights of the Banū Hilāl and kills his uncle (not a full one), the emir ‘Asqal, without knowing the truth about the mean role this man played in chasing him away from his tribe when he was only seven days old.

The Hilāli sultan Sirhān asks help from Rizq against Abū Zayd. Rizq had left the tribes accompanying his daughter Sīyah and his servant Nağāh, after having chased away his wife Ḥaḍrā’. Then he had gone to live in the middle of the desert. But now he helps the Hilālis and without knowing each other’s true identity, father and son engage in battle with each other. In the war the father does not defeat his son, nor the son his father. Their hands are withdrawn and the swords are hanging in the air. Salamāh takes his sister as a captive when she tries to help her father in his war against the black child. In the palace Sīyah discovers that Salamāh is her brother. Through Sīyah, Rizq discovers that the black knight is his lost son. Fādīl learns after 14 years the story of the princess Ḥaḍrā and her son Abū Zayd. Banquets are arranged, and at the formal dinner Salamāh refuses to have anything to do with his father when he distributes the meat to the Bedouins. When Rizq becomes irritated, Salamāh says: ‘You left me in al-Quṣmāt, I forgot you in al-Sumāt. You should feel the humiliation of abnegation and rejection’.

Salamāh says that he surrenders his own right (to compensation) but he insists on his mother’s right (to compensation), and that her camel must walk on the silk from al-‘Alamāt so that they can make her living in the Naḡd. Now the innocence of Ḥaḍrā is clearly announced.

One episode from the preceding story particular struck me, namely the episode of Abū Zayd as a schoolboy who has to confront the aggression of the other pupils. This situation, which we are going to analyse in the following, is in a certain sense familiar to anyone in the east or the west, because it is a typical school situation, with such problems as the non-acceptance of certain pupils by their classmates for several reasons, for instance because the pupil is brighter or is better accepted by the teacher or has something in his outer appearance which has the effect that he is discriminated by his classmates. In the case of the young Abū Zayd there are several reasons, including the affection of his schoolmaster, his blackness and his apparently being a bastard. The action proceeds along these traditional lines. The boy Abū Zayd enters the class as a new pupil and acquires the master’s favour, which provokes jealousy in the other pupils. The other pupils look down on him because he is black and seems to be a bastard. Abū Zayd, on the other hand, thinks he belongs to the family of King Fādīl, just like the other little princes in his classroom.

Through the poem we have the well-known muraba‘ rhyme, quatrains with the rhyme sequence abab, which seem to be typical for the Egyptian gypsy performers. As far as the rhythm or metre is concerned this must depend to a
great extent upon the musical performance, since the counting of syllables of the verses of the strophes does not produce any congruence at first sight.

The first two strophes of our episode deal with one subject, namely the love and affection shown by the teacher for his new pupil. A general characteristic of these kinds of verses is the paratactic structure of the lines together with the overwhelming number of cases of direct speech. There is also much repetition and parallelism, for instance in strophe 1 ‘embraced him and kissed him’, and the schoolmaster’s dedication and love for his new pupil is mentioned several times, and this love is seen as a godly inspiration.

1. *nazar-luh 3-šēb wa-qal-luh: ta‘āl/
   wa-hadān-u w-bāsuh f-hudūd-uh/
   wa-qal-luh: ‘atā-k ilāhi -l-muta‘al/
   wa-firīḥ tamām bi-wuqūd-uh!/

   1. He looked at him and said: ‘Come here’/
      He embraced him and kissed him on his cheeks/
      And said: ‘My God has sent you [to us]’/
      And he enjoyed fully his presence/

2. *Hadbūl-uh minn-uh wa-tarak il-ğami‘ /
   fidāl mirā‘i l-ibn il-Hilālī/
   inzara‘ hubb-uh fi-qalb-uh tabī‘ /
   wa-nzur li-amr mawla -l-mawālī!/

   2. He dedicated himself wholly to him/
      And took care of the son of the Hilāls/
      The love for him was planted in his heart in a natural way/
      Look at the wisdom of the Lord of the Lords/

But the other pupils of the school are not very pleased with the preference shown by the schoolmaster for the young new pupil. They ‘grew angry’ and ‘could not suppress their anger’. Then again the direct speech: they observe that the schoolmaster’s attention is totally absorbed by what they call ‘this nigger, son of a pernicious woman’. Because of his black skin, they do not consider him as belonging to the royal family. Blackness has the connotation of being a slave, not of noble birth, although it should be noted that several heroes in Arabic heroic romances are black, as a kind of ‘polarity’ by which the normal system of values is deliberately turned upside down. Perhaps one of the pupils had heard that the ‘Negro’ does not belong to the royal family, or concludes such from the

boy’s black skin. The boy himself thinks that he belongs to the royal family, in other words, that King Fādil is his father. In the fourth strophe the jealous pupils make a plan to tease and bait the young hero and to let him swallow a bitter experience. The device of punning (what we call with reference to Classical poetry, paronomasia) is one of the fundamental figures of speech in this kind of poetry reciting, serving perhaps a memorising tool in this kind of oral recitation. In strophe 4 we twice see the rhyme hālīs, meaning ‘totally’ or ‘all’ in the second line and ‘white’ in the fourth line. In the fourth line is described how the heart of the pupils became ‘other than pure white’, in other words, ‘black’ by jealousy. The real ‘blacks’ are the white-skinned other pupils because their heart is black. Then in the fifth strophe apparently Ğūdah – son of the king’s brother, from whom we will hear later on – is introduced. He looks grudgingly at Abū Zayd/ Salāmah as though he wants to kick him out. Significantly, the pun on the name Salāmah in line four, means in line two ‘Yallah salāmah’, ‘Go away’.

3. Lamma -š-ēb hayyaz bih/
za’īū wilād al-akābir/
kullu-lī hawālē-h wi-ḡānbih-h/
aḡar ma fi-hum ma-ḡaddābih//

3. When the shaykh occupied himself with him/
The sons of the most prestigious people grew angry/
All the people who were around him and besides him/
Even the smallest among them could not suppress his anger//

4. Qāhu: l-wāb dāb ibn ar-radiyya /
yāḥud rida-t-š-ēb hālīs?/
lā-nsharrib-ub kūs al-murrā diyya /
wī-l-qalb hīr ġer hālīs.//

4. They said: ‘This nigger, son of a pernicious woman/
takes all the satisfaction of the shaykh/
Let us give him to drink a cup full of bitterness’/
And their hearts became black by jealousy.//

5. ‘Ibn ākhu-l-malik’ zaḡar-luh šēn, /
zaḡar zaḡar-ub ‘Yallah bi-i-salāma’ /
atārī-h mūnāfīq bi-wušēn /
wī-nawa li-ḡadrat Salāma. //

5. The ‘nephew of the king’ looks at him with resentment,/
He looks with resentment ‘Go away’./
You see that he is hypocrite, with two faces/
He planned to betray Salāmah//

Then the plan is made: they set an ambush for Abū Zayd. Also here there is repetition in paratactic structures; several times it is said that they wait for him on his way returning home. Then in the next strophe they say that he is pernicious, a dog and a bastard. The punning is on the word ġarībah in lines two and four which means ‘foreign woman’ as well as ‘ravens’:

6. ɪstɛnɛţaʁu-h ɰa-ɥiwa ɬɒɡɪɛ /
    mɪraɰʊwah ɰa-ɡaʃaɗu-t-balawɨl/
    naɬɛɾu-h fi laɬzɬɨ mɑ huuwa ɭɬɪɭɛ /
    wɑɛɬɛɛɛ ɰa-l-faɬr dɛɬɛl /

6. They waited for him, when he went home/
   He returned home, and they were planning to harm him/
   They saw him from the moment he appeared/
   in all his glory and brightness’./

7. Qɛlɛ luː: ‘ɬɪɬa ayya, ɬa rɛdi. /
   Ya kalb ya ibn al-ɡariba; /
   Kulli l-balaɬi wa-ɬa ɬɨ /
   Waɬha-k kih ɡanâɬ al-ɡariba’ /

7. They said to him: ‘Where are you going, o pernicious one, 
o dog, o bastard, son of a foreign woman!
   All the worst is better than you!
   Your face is black as the wings of a raven!’

Then Salâmah’s irritation about the lack of respect paid by what he thinks are the members of his family is described. Abū Zayd/Salâmah is unaware that he does not belong to the royal family. His mother has not disclosed her origin to him or Fādíl. Therefore he is irritated as well as amazed about the attitude of the other schoolboys, who do not recognise his rank. Abū Zayd repeats in direct speech, asking in anger his ‘cousin’ ġūdah ‘Are we new to each other, are we foreigners to each other, aren’t we family?’, but ġūdah has heard from the women in the women’s apartments that Salâmah’s origin is not quite clear, that he is a bastard. We are told this by prose lines inserted between strophes 10 and 11. In the strophes there are several examples of paronomasia: in strophe 8 ġarayjib is ‘shoulders’ in line two and ‘foreigners’ in line four; in strophe 9 the punning on the names Salîm (ġūdah’s kunyah) and ġūdah in lines one and two are echoed in lines three and four where, salîm means innocent and ġūdah means new. In the 10th strophe, ʃaqlɨq refers to full cousin in the second line and to split heart in the fourth.

8. ʃaɬɛmə qal-ɬuː fawwarte dammi /
    waɬ-l-hɪml ɬaʃɬ-il-ɡarayjib /
    tɪɬɨ minna-k wa-nːa ibn ɬəmmi /
    ɛɬ ɬɑɬ ɡʊɬ al-ɡarayjib?
8. Salāma said to him: ‘You made my blood boil, 
While the burden broke my shoulders into pieces 
This comes from you, who are my cousin? 
(If you treat me like this) how would foreigners treat me?

9. Da-nta ibn ‘ammi yā Bu Salim? 
Wallāhi di ‘ebah minnak yā Ğūda 
Ma thallī qalbāk salim 
mita ihna ‘alā ba‘d ġūda. 

9. You are my cousin, Abū Salim, 
By God, this is ignominious of you, o Ğūdah! 
Let your heart be innocent 
Since when are we new to each other?

10. Mita ihna ‘alā ba‘d ġudād? 
da-nta ibn ‘ammi șaqiqi 
huwwa dah illi qalbāk biḥ gād 
al-ğārh malak iš-șaqiqi. 

10. Since when are we new to each other? 
You are my full cousin 
Is this where your heart led you to? 
The wound that you have inflicted on me has ripped open my heart 

‘Ğūda... min kalám an-nisa fi-d-diyār illi byisma‘ u-ș-șiqar, ‘ărif dihwak 
anna Salāma dah ibn il-ğariba wa-inna-hu nāzil ... qom ma‘a l-karāhiyya 
ṣah wa-bi-s-sirba.’ 

‘Ğūdah now knows from the words of the women in the women’s apartments, 
which the children hear, that Salāmah is a bastard and an offspring of men with 
bad habits and lawlessness.’

Accordingly, in the next passage, Ğūdah denies that he is Abū Zayd’s cousin: 
Abū Zayd is a refugee. Very effective in the next passage is the wordplay ‘ammak, 
which means ‘(son of) your uncle’ in line two and ‘your swimming (in your 
blood)’ in line four. Then the action develops into a struggle between the two 
men. In strophe, 12 Ğūdah hits Abū Zayd in the face, saying that he has to go 
quickly, with the punning salāma (go away ‘in peace’) and the name Salāmah, in 
lines two and four. Strophe 13 repeats the contents of 12, and in the final line 
there is Abū Zayd’s furious reaction, which is developed in the following stro­ 
phes, where Ğūdah is hit until he bleeds.

11. Qal-luh: min feen ana ibn ‘ammak? 
Dah inta ǧay lāši’ ḥadāna 
Haykūn fi-d-dammi ‘ammak 
Wa-billāhi ma t-qim ḥadā-na
11. By God! How I could be the son of your uncle!
You have come to our house as a refugee!
Your swimming [word play: your uncle] will be in your own blood,
By God, do not stay with us!

12. Ḥūdā ḥaṭṭā bi-l-qadamēn
min al-bāl: yallāh as-salāma
Ṣaya' iduh bi-l-qalamēn
Fi waḡh-il-Hilālī Ṣalāma

12. Ḥūdā stepped forward with his two feet
in order to frighten: 'By God! Go away immediately!'
He accompanies his hands with two blows
on the face of the Hilālī Salāmah.

13. Qalamēn innama 'al-waḡh
'al-yamin... wa-'alā šimālī
Qāl: 'Zay ma waḡhak waḡghīh
Gidib wald-l-Hilālī.

13. Two blows on his face
One on the right, one on the left
He says: 'Go away, wherever you go'
The Hilālī son became angry.

14. Misk-uh-l-Hilālī wa-hazz-uh
min 'en-uh fagfagat dumūṣ 'uh
Fi tabqit-uh taḥta bizz-uh
ramā-h 'al-ard qaffīṣ ḥulū 'uh

14. The Hilālī grasped him and shook him
From his eyes came tears abundantly
He punched him in the solar plexus
And threw him to the ground, smashing his ribs.

15. Wa-sahab 'aṣāya-h ḥazarān
wa-ḥad-uh yamin wa-šmāl
Qam bahdal-uh fi kullī makān
Lamma dammu 'al-ard sāl.

15. He drew sticks of bamboo
And seized him left and right
He kicked him everywhere
Till his blood streamed onto the ground
Giidah and the other pupils go home complaining about Abū Zayd’s behaviour. Even Giidah’s mother, an ‘Uqaylī lady, is involved and she bribes the schoolmaster – who is from the same ‘Uqaylī tribe – to support her son Giidah against Abū Zayd.

The whole episode shows how the equilibrium in the original school situation has been disturbed by the arrival of Abū Zayd. The equilibrium is restored only when the disgrace of Hadrah finally has been removed and her innocence is proclaimed. Different analyses are made to clarify the narrative line of the whole story. Bridget Connelly speaks about the sequences of broken contracts, conflicts and reconciliations during the whole ‘Birth of Abū Zayd’ story. She stresses the fact that in the version by Ġābir and Sayyid al-Ḍūwī, the schoolteacher belongs to the religious establishment, and how odd it is that this respected personage is revealed later on as a liar and a hypocrite. In calling Abū Zayd a black bastard and his mother a slut, he ranges himself against the prophet’s family. The fact that the schoolteacher repeats the false accusations of adultery and illegitimacy first uttered by Giidah and his comrades, is a broken contract. Apparently what was the good relationship between schoolmaster and pupil in the beginning is now broken. In reading the text, what I found more pernicious was the role of Giidah’s mother: she bribes the schoolmaster, and perhaps he has no choice other than to follow her orders.

Of importance in the appreciation of the whole story is the social background of the reciter. This determines the image education and learning is given. One can grasp from Lyons’ version of the story that the education Hadrah wanted to give her son was meant to be fashionable for a person from the elite. The mentioned subjects of learning are wide-ranging and secular and by no means confined to religious bigotry or elementary education, such as learning the Koranic text by heart.

On the other hand, the simple gypsy reciters used by Abnoudi have a totally different, far more limited conception of education: they have no idea what learning is. To them, it is not much more than the Koranic school where the Egyptian boy learns the Koran by heart. Another gypsy reciter apparently placed learning in the perspective it has in the common, present-day Egyptian situation, where the brightest pupils with the highest marks at secondary school do not study arts or law, but rather medicine in order to be able to open a clinic later on.

Among the explications of the story of Hadrah and Abū Zayd, and particularly of the schoolboy episode, also the role of unofficial Islam as opposed to institutional Islam is stressed: the lying schoolmaster then represents the ‘literate officialdom [which] converges against Abū Zayd and his mother’. On the whole, I wonder to what extent Islamic dogmas such as its egalitarian and anti-genealogical tendencies really belong to the value system of the Arab world and

---

the Near East. The tribal element is very strong in, if not the raison d'être of these stories. Therefore the contrast between unofficial and institutional Islam, between slave and free man, between black-skinned and white-skinned people, is emphasised notwithstanding the officially egalitarian Islam. It could be that the gypsy reciters in Egypt who know that they are considered as belonging to an inferior rank of society, want to stress that in reality they are the incarnation of the Hilālī tribesmen, and therefore in reality belong to an elite. They try to turn the ranks of society upside down. Their blackness as well as the blackness of their heroes is not to be considered inferior – as it is in normal Arabic and Middle Eastern society life – but as superior. In Arabic epics there are a number of black heroes who convert the ‘natural’ inferiority of blackness and slavery into superiority and whiteness. So there is a polarity in some of these Sirāh tales which underlines that black heroes such as Abū Zayd, ‘Antarah and Sayf ibn Dī Yazan, although they are black-skinned, are capable of noble and courageous exploits and are ‘white’ in as far as their noble heart is concerned. Thus in one of the recitals, Abū Zayd says to his stallion:15 ‘You are black and I am black, but our honour is whiter than a turban’, thus confirming that white is the superior colour.16

On the other hand, we may find a similar polarity in epic tales such as the Sirat Dāl al-Himmah,17 where the ‘weaker’ sex does what one would only expect from the ‘stronger’ sex: female warriors play a conspicuous role and are as courageous as male warriors. Abū Zayd, unlike the rest of his people (the Bedouins or ‘Arabs’ of Banū Hilāl), was born black and as a consequence he suffered, just as his mother suffered because she was accused of adultery. He was forced to grow up away from his father and the land of his paternal ancestors, and yet he came to be more valiant and worthy than others who did not have his blackness and did not suffer because of their colour.

In nineteenth-century printed editions the slave motif seemed to be developed at greater length and detail. A manuscript used by Lane elaborates on Abū Zayd’s position as a slave in his early years as a refugee in the Zāhlān tribe and reveals his true nobility only in his confrontation as a slave on the battlefield with his father.18

In the mind of the reciters, the story of Abū Zayd could also be interpreted politically, even explaining the politics of a time to come: thus Abū Zayd’s story could be a prefiguration of the historic anomaly of the mamluk government in Egypt, with its great black military leaders who attained their position by virtue of their innate superior qualities.19

16 – See the respective articles by Canova about the global contents of these Romances in Julie Meisami (ed.), Encyclopaedia.
18 – Cf Connelly, op. cit., p. 176-177; Reynolds, op. cit., p. 11-14.
The outcast and refugee motif also is of importance to make plausible the merger of several tribes which earlier had been enemies. The child Abū Zayd is cast out of his own tribe and taken into the Zahlan, the enemy group. After the quarrel with his teacher he becomes the strongman of the Zahlan. Then Abū Zayd, without knowing his own origin, is sent to fight the Hilalis, and even his own father. The family reconciliation afterwards mirrors the merger of the two groups into one large united community.\textsuperscript{20}

There are perhaps still many things to say about the various other interpretations of the 'Birth of Abū Zayd' story in general and the schoolboy episode in particular, such as the narrative explanations offered above (the broken contract) and the Marxist one based on the contrast between sedentary and Bedouin society,\textsuperscript{21} or that of Abū Zayd's oedipal relationship with his mother,\textsuperscript{22} not to forget the interpretations linked to the identification of the 'black' audience in the Sudan or Upper Egypt with the hero (which does not mean that a 'white' audience would not undergo the same identification with the hero when listening to the story). However, the first meaning of the schoolboy episode is a recognisable class situation in which the hero for some reason, for some deviation perhaps, is not accepted by his jealous comrades. In this light, the episode has its equals elsewhere in world literature and should perhaps also be studied in a more comparatist way.\textsuperscript{23}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{20} Cf Connelly, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 140.
\item \textsuperscript{21} Cf. Connelly, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 214.
\item \textsuperscript{22} Cf Connelly, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 140.
\item \textsuperscript{23} I was thinking particularly about the persona of Julien in Stendhal's \textit{Le Rouge et le Noir}, who has similar experiences with his 'comrades' at a religious seminary, but undoubtedly there are other examples in world literature of this theme, worthy to be dealt with comparatively.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
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